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Abstract— This paper describes a system for recognition of various human actions from compressed video based on
motion history information. The encoded motion information available in the compressed MPEG stream is used to
construct the coarse motion history image (MHI) and the corresponding MFH. The features extracted from the static
MHI and MFH compactly characterize the spatio-temporal and motion vector information of the action. The features
are extracted from the partially decoded sparse motion data, the computational load is minimized to a great extent.
The extracted features are used to train K-Nearest Neighbour, Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, Bayes and
Probalistic Neural Network for recognizing various set of human actions. The performance of each feature set with
respect to various classifiers are analysed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent past, a technique for recognizing human actions from compressed video using (HMM) Hidden Markov
Model, where the time-series features used for training the HMM are directly extracted from the motion vectors
corresponding to each frame of the video. Though this approach has proven its ability to classify the video sequences, the
extracted time series features are not suitable for other efficient classifiers such as K – Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Neural
Network, Support Vector Machine, BayesClassifiers. In this paper we propose a technique for building coarse Motion
History Information (MHI) and Motion Flow History (MFH) from the compressed video and extract features from these
static motion history information for characterizing human action. The MHI gives the temporal information of the motion
at the image plane and MFH quantifies the motion at the image plane. The features are extracted from MHI and MFH are
used to train KNN, Bayes, Neural Network, SVM and Probalistic Neural Network classifiers for recognizing a set of
various human actions. The various human actions are as follows:

JUMP

JUMP1
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RUN

WAVE 1

WAVE 2

BEND
The encoded motion information available in the MPEG video is exploited for constructing the coarse MHI and MFH.
These MHI and MFH represents the human action in a very compact manner. The motion information extracted from
each frame of the compressed video is very sparse, they are sufficient to construct the MHI and MFH for representing the
actions.
This work is motivated by a technique proposed by Davis and Bobick [11] where a view-Based approach is used to
recognize actions. They have presented a method for recognition of temporal templates.
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II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The overview of the proposed system is shown in figure 1
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Figure:1
Firstly, the motion vectors are extracted from the compressed video by partially decoding the MPEG video bit – stream.
This partial decoding is far less expensive as compare to the full decoding. As the motion vectors are usually noisy, the
coarse MHI and MFH are constructed after removing the noisy motion vectors. The constructed coarse MHI and MFH
are at macroblock resolution and not at pixel resolution. Hence the size of the MHI and MFH are sixteen times smaller
than the original frame size i.e. 16 2 times smaller in terms of number of pixels. In feature extraction phase, various
features are extracted from the constructed coarse MHI and MFH, which hold the temporal and motion information of the
video. The features are extracted from the MHI are projection profiles and centroids. The features are extracted from
MFH are Affine features and Motion Vector Histogram. These features are finally fed to the classifiers such as KNN,
Bayes, Neural Network, SVM and Probalistic Neural Network for recognizing the human action.
III.
FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM MHI AND MFH
MHI is the cumulative gray scale image incorporating the spatial as well as the temporal information of the motion. MHI
points to, ‘ where and when did the motion occurs?’. It does not give any information about the direction and magnitude
of the motion.
MFH gives the information about the extent of the motion at each macroblock. MFH points to, ‘where and how much did
the motion occur?’
Extract some useful features for classification from MHI and MFH.
1
MHI features :
a) Projection profile based features: It indicates the bias of the MHI along horizontal and vertical direction w.r.t the
centroid of MEI. This indirectly will conveys the temporal information of motion along horizontal and vertical
direction.
b) Centroid based feature: The centroid of MHI and MEI is different because it is computed using grey-level time
stamp values as weights in the summation. It gives the approximate direction of the movement of centroid for
the corresponding action.
2. MFH features:
a) Affine feature: Though it is difficult to capture some complex motion affine model give a good approximation
to the actual flow of the planar surface under orthographic projection. The affine parameters are estimated by
standard linear regression techniques. The regression is applied separately on each motion vector component
since the x affine parameter depends only on horizontal component of motion vector and y parameter depends
only on vertical component of motion vector.
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b) Projected 1D feature: The horizontal and vertical components of the motion vectors are considered separately.
The histogram values are quantized into 5 bins to cover the entire range of the intervals. The bins are chosen in
such a way so as to capture the low, medium and high speed.
c) 2D Polar feature: The angular direction and magnitude of motion vectors are considered together to quantize the
polar plane into histogram bins. Each bin is defined by the angular range as well as magnitude (radius) range.
Features
Projection profile
MHI Based
Centroid
Affine
MFH Based
1D Projected
1D Polar

IV.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a method for constructing coarse MHI and MFHfrom compressed MPEG video with
minimal decoding. Various useful features are extracted from the above mentioned motion representations for human
action recognition. The performance of these features which is extracted from MHI and MFH is analyzed and compared.
Though the test instances are from entirely different subjects other than those used for training he classifiers, the result
show excellent human action recognition accuracy. The KNN. Neural Network (MLP) and SVM give the classification
accuracy good and the Probalistic Neural Network give the best classification accuracy of 100% and 1D projected and
2D polar features show consistent performance with all the classifiers. Since the data is handled at macroblock level, the
computational cost is extremely less compared to the pixel domain processing.
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